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I argue for a theory of the optimal or proper function the act of referring
to an object with a linguistic expression. I define the speech act of
referring and propose a doxastic optimality constraint on such acts.
Finally, I develop three arguments in favor of the resulting theory,
compare it to Jeffrey King’s somewhat similar account, and address an
objection due to Eliot Michaelson.

What does linguistic reference consist in? Many argue that Gricean
intention-based theories of reference don’t work because of various
cases of confusion, ignorance, indifference, and so on.1 By combining 1 Gauker (2008); King (2014); Lewis

(2013); Perry (2012); Reimer (1992b);
Speaks (forthcoming).

insights from Grice and Millikan these worries can be addressed.2

2 Grice (1989); Millikan, (1984); Origgi &
Sperber (2000).Edenic reference

In ‘Meaning revisited,’ Grice writes:
[T]o say what a word means in a language is to say what it is in general optimal for speakers of that language
to do with that word, or what use they are to make of it; what particular intentions on particular occasions it
is proper for them to have, or optimal for them to have. Of course, there is no suggestion that they always have
to have those intentions: it would merely be optimal, ceterus paribus, for them to have them. As regards what is
optimal in any particular kind of case, there would have to be a cash value, an account of why this is optimal.
(1982, 299).

What is the point of a theory of reference? Paraphrasing Grice:

It describes the optimal mental state with respect to referring, or if you
like, to referring to an object with a linguistic expression.3 3 Cf. Grice (1982, 302). Also, Grandy &

Warner (1986, 25–26).

A type of communicative behavior has an optimal function if that
function is historically responsible for the proliferation, stabilization,
and perpetuation of the behavior in population of speakers.

Strawsonianism: Refer + express concept + apply concept to object
= speaker-mean singular proposition.4 4 Bertolet (1987, 202–206); Schwarz

(1976, 67–68); Stine (1978, 51–53). Hanks
(2015); Harris (2014); Soames (2010,
2014, 105).Griceanism: The act of referring can only be defined in terms of a

prior notion of speaker meaning a singular proposition.5 5 Bach (1987, 51–53); Neale (in press);
Schiffer (1981, 69–76).

Griceans have also defined and distinguished the notions of referring
in and referring with. I will focus on a version of the latter.
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Referring with (RW)
Speaker S refers to o with e in uttering U iff U is an utterance of
sentence type σ, e is properly contained in σ, (∃H)(∃p) such that p
is o-dependent and S utters U intending

(1) to produce thereby in H the belief that p;6 6 Or the belief that S believes that p. Or
the intention to make it such that p. I
ignore these well know problems here.
(Grice 1969, 106–112.)

(2) H to use the e-part of U as evidence that the belief in (1)
concerns o;

(3) H to recognize S’s intentions (1) and (2).7 7 Following Sperber & Wilson (1986) the
definition skips Grice’s third condition.
See García-Carpintero (2001, 102–
103); Neale (1992, 547–549); Wharton
(2009, ch. 2).

(1) is the informative intention, (2) is the referential intention and
(3) is the communicative intention with respect to (1) and (2).

Important objection: (2) is too weak. S can utter ‘. . . Rome. . . ’
as evidence that the proposition expressed concerns Italy, as well as
Rome. So we need to distinguish primary and secondary meaning-
intentions.

Finally, we come to my major claim: The optimal performance
of the speech act defined in RW requires the speaker to satisfy a
doxastic constraint:

Edenic constraint
Speaker S performs RW at time t with respect to o only if there is
no x such that, at t, S confuses x and o.8 8 In a longer version of this paper I also

propose a related ‘cognizance’ con-
straint on the speech act of coreference.
See sidenote 17 below.

‘Confusing x and o’ is defined as either believing falsely that o = x, or
believing falsely that o 6= x, for any x. Believing falsely that two objects
are one is combinatory confusion and believing falsely that one
object is two is separatory confusion.9 9 This theory is spelled out in detail

and argued for in my recent article,
’Confusion is Corruptive Belief in False
Identity,’ in the Canadian Journal of
Philosophy (Unnsteinsson 2016a).

Note:

1. The constraint is similar, but also importantly different, from more
familiar constraints on intention formation, especially the Humpty
Dumpty constraint.10 10 E.g., Donnellan (1968).

2. The constraint may appear to speak against what Sperber & Wil-
son call Grice’s ‘greatest insight,’ namely that intention-recognition
is sufficient for successful communication.11 11 Sperber & Wilson (1986, 25).

Three arguments

A. Confusion is corruptive

Whenever a speaker’s utterance contains a subutterance Usub of a
confused singular term e, the speaker’s referential intention is con-
flicting and the evidence provided by Usub is corrupt. The intention
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is conflicting in that either (i) e is really anchored equally in two ob-
jects while uttering e is ‘supposed’ to indicate only one, or (ii) e and
another expression e′ are really anchored in a single object while ut-
tering e is ‘supposed’ to indicate only something distinct from what
would be indicated by e′.

The evidence provided by Usub is ‘corrupt’ in (i), i.e. combinatory
confusions, for it optimally functions to pick out a single object while
picking out two. In (ii), i.e. separatory confusions, the evidence func-
tions optimally to pick out a single object while picking out none,
for, in the relevant cases, nothing is picked out by e while not being
picked out by e′ as well.12 12 For more detail, see Unnsteinsson

(2016a and forthcoming).

Reimer’s ‘key case’
Intending to grab my own keys (‘keys A’) I accidentally grab my
officemante’s (‘keys B’) while uttering,

(1) These are mine.

Reimer argues that this is a counterexample to ‘intentionalism’: the
context overrides the speaker’s referential intention.13 13 Reimer (1992b). See also her (1991a;

1991b; 1992a.)

But, in virtue of my false belief that keys A = keys B, my referential
intention confusedly determines both objects simultaneously. ‘These’
in (1) evidences two objects when its proper function is to evidence a
single object.

B. Edenic reference as part of pragmatic competence

RW is subject to a maxim of edenic reference and mastering the act of
referring involves becoming sensitive to the maxim. Evidence of this
comes from ordinary patterns of criticism in communication.

Edenic maxim
Try to refer to o with e only if you thereby refer edenically to o.14 14 Compare Williamson’s (2000, 243)

knowledge norm of assertion. I do
not, however, endorse his view that
the knowledge norm is constitutive of
assertion—but it is part of speakers’ se-
mantic or pragmatic competence. Simi-
larly, if the reference rule is constitutive
of anything it is merely constitutive of
the theoretical notion of RW, which, on
my view, also captures an important
aspect of pragmatic competence with
singular terms.

By uttering a singular term one normally represents oneself as not
having any false identity beliefs about the object referred to. One
represents oneself as uttering a token that is causally grounded in the
referent.15

15 Cf. Evans (1982, 310); Williamson
(2000, 252n6).

For example, Lois says to H,

(2) Superman loves his� mother.

And she points to Clark Kent—i.e. Superman wearing disguise—
intending ‘his�’ deictically. Everyone except Lois knows the truth and
there is no reason at all for H to keep her out of the loop. In such a
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case H is justified in correcting Lois: ‘You’re confused. His� mother
is Superman’s mother. He� is Superman.’16 16 Note that in some languages (2) and

(3) will have different translations.Lois might say ‘Right, so what I really wanted to say was that (3).’

(3) Superman1 loves his1 mother.17 17 This involves an act of coreference, for
which I propose this constraint:

Cognizance constraint
If S utters sentence σ intending to
express the singular proposition that
p, and σ contains singular terms e1,
. . . en, then S must not be indifferent
as to whether S intends, by uttering
any two expressions ei and ej in σ, to
corefer to a single object or to refer
to distinct objects.

More simply, imagine S who combinatorily confuses Bill and Biff,
calling both ‘Bill.’ S may be criticized as confused even when ad-
dressing Bill with ‘Bill’ (e.g. when the belief expressed is really an-
chored in Biff).

Confused reference is a special kind of performance error, similar
to malapropisms. (Cf. Austin on ‘mistakes’ and ‘accidents.’)18

18 See Unnsteinsson (2016b) for a theory
of speech error that supports this view.

C. Edenic reference is explanatorily basic

Focus now on proper names. I hold this Millikanian thesis:19 19 Cf. Millikan (1984, 1989a, 1989b).
Thanks to Brian Ball for a good discus-
sion on the issues involved here.Normal names

If the speech act-type A of uttering some proper name n to refer to
some object o is to have the proper function of providing evidence
for the intention to refer to o in group G, the normal explanation
of A must specify a historical series of all and only the edenic
n-utterances in G.

What about semantic externalism? Can reference not be secured
even in the face of quite extreme types of speaker ignorance and
error.20 My thesis: there is a fundamental difference between false 20 E.g., Donnellan (1970); Kripke (1980);

Putnam (1973); Wittgenstein (1953, §79).identity beliefs and other false beliefs.

[Coreferential cognizance. . . ]

King’s coordination account

The edenic theory can be summarized roughly as follows. When an
edenic speaker S utters a singular term e on some occasion the refer-
ent of e is the object S intends to refer to with e on that occasion. If
S is confused with respect to the term and object, the theory doesn’t
predict that there is a unique object successfully referred to, but there
will invariably be more or less useful interpretations of the speaker’s
utterance from the hearer’s point of view—such as taking the speaker
to refer to the object that an edenic speaker would have referred to by
making the same type of utterance in the same context. Depending
on the facts about the confused speaker’s mental state, the intended
referent will either be two distinct objects or no object at all.
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King’s account is, roughly, that o is the semantic value of the use
of a demonstrative on an occasion if two conditions are satisfied:

1. The speaker intends to refer to o.

2. A competent, attentive, reasonable hearer would take o to be the
object intended.21 21 King (2013; 2014).

The theories seem similar as idealizations.

Objection: The goal of the hearer is to discover the speaker’s com-
municative intention, full stop. It is not to discover how a competent
and reasonable hearer would interpret the speaker on the occasion of
utterance:

1. Can speakers not design utterances for hearers who are known, by
the speaker, to be incompetent, inattentive, and unreasonable?

2. If the second condition is weakened or contextualized, it tends to
make it difficult to describe ordinary cases of misunderstanding.

Deliberate obfuscation?

Consider this spin on Kripke’s case: You and I are taking our usual
early morning stroll. We see a man in the distance. I know it is
Smith, our mutual friend. I know also that you have not recognized
the man yet. I decide to deceive you into believing that the man in
the distance is not Smith but Jones. So I utter,22 22 The example is due to Eliot Michael-

son, pers. comm. and Michaelson
(2013, ch. 4).(4) Jones is raking the leaves.

Assuming that I succeed, you come to believe that Jones is raking the
leaves. Now you are truly confused. But what about my original use
of ‘Jones’ in (4)? Is it corrupt? Confused?

The case is interesting, but we must analyze it very carefully:

1. I intentionally use ‘Jones’ in an unconventional manner, i.e. as a
name for Smith.

2. But I also intend to hide this part of my plan from the hearer.

I have introduced a new naming convention, ‘Jones1,’23 while intend- 23 In John Perry’s (2012, §6.3) terms I
instigate a permissive convention: we
are now allowed to use ‘Jones’ as a
name for the man raking leaves.

ing for you to believe that I was participating in an old convention of
using ‘Jones2.’

(5) Yeah, sure, Jones1 (over there) is raking the leaves.

(6) That’s Smith. Jones2 is in Luang Prabang.
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This kind of thing can happen when speaking to experts.24 Con- 24 The expert will knowingly make ut-
terances by which she both introduces
a new name into your idiolect and says
something about the object thus named.
A botanist may point to a plant and say,
‘Pinguicula vulgaris here is a carnivorous
plant.’

sider Boaz the botanist, who spots a beautiful Lamprocapnos spectabilis
and says to you,

(6) Look! Bleeding heart!

Intended ‘corruption’ is really a species of linguistic innovation or
coinage, like intentional malapropisms.
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